Modulation of periodic cold receptor activity by ouabain.
The effect of ouabain on the periodic discharge pattern of feline cold receptors was studied in order to substantiate a possible contribution of Na/K pump activity to signal transduction. Afferent activity was recorded from the cold fibres of an isolated preparation of the tongue. The periodic pattern consisted of beating activity and of grouped discharges and was characterized by two parameters, the oscillation frequency and the number of impulses initiated per cycle. Ouabain (10(-7)-10(-6)M) induced in all receptors excitatory responses, consisting of a short vigorous increase of activity followed by inhibition. Thus the receptors never stabilized to or maintained a new static level of activity. The ouabain-induced responses occurred repeatedly in several receptors and were produced by remarkable stereotyped modifications of both the oscillation frequency and the number of impulses per cycle. The oscillation frequency attained peak values which increased monotonically with higher static temperatures and which were considerably greater than peak control values. The data indicate that an electrogenic Na/K pump contributes to the transducer process of cold receptors and that inhibition of this pump evidently gives rise to a depolarizing imbalance of the membrane potential, accelerating the oscillation frequency to a maximum value. Thus the oscillation frequency seems to be controlled by temperature and by membrane potential in cold receptors.